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SARSOP



From last week

 POMDPS

 States, observations, actions, partial 

observability, Markov property

 Solution methods

 Value iteration

 Policy iteration

 Point-based methods



Key idea
 Can solve POMDPs by 

sampling the belief space



Covering number

 Covering number C(δ) of a set S is the minimum number of 

balls of radius δ needed to cover S

 Measure of the “volume” of S.

 D. Hsu, “What makes some POMDPs problems easy to 

approximate,” NIPS, 2007.



Covering number

 Key theorem from covering number

 SARSOP:

 Want good performance when reachable belief space has a high 

covering number but the “optimally reachable belief space” has a 

low covering number



Covering number

 Hardness of POMDPs

 Not as hard when given a “cover”



SARSOP



Backup operator



Sampling near R*
 Want to sample the optimally reachable space

 Maintain upper and lower bounds on cost function
 Upper bound using Sawtooth bound (Hauskrecht, 2000)

 Lower bound is the backup vectors

 Choose action that has highest upper bound

 Choose observation that minimizes gap in bounds

 Continue down the tree

 Give preference to lower bound beyond gap of γ-tε
 Predict  V*(b) at new node b  and propagate towards root
 Use belief clustering according to features (initial upper bound and entropy)

 Pass lower bound down the tree and only propagate up when reached

 Stop if gap termination reached (next slide)



Gap termination

 Terminate and move up the tree by:

 Passing an upper bound target level U down tree

 Terminate if upper bound lower than U

 Allows the termination criterion to count all nodes (ratherthan

just leaves)

 Ok, the upshot:

 An effective sampling strategies that goes deep when needed, 

and avoids excessive sampling of belief space not in R*



Sampling in 

SARSOP

 Selective deep 

sampling

 Uses lower bound L

 Termination 

condition

 Uses upper bound U



Pruning

 Node pruning

 Prune if lower bound greater than 

upper bound

 Prunes nodes that do not lie in R* 

(not useful for optimal policy)

 Alpha vector pruning

 Only prune if greater than δ at ALL 

points along vector

 Computed efficiently by intersection 

of hyperplanes



SARSOP (again)



APPL software

 POMDP software

 Implements SARSOP

 Same format as HSVI2 software

 Relatively easy to get to work (I’ve used it)

http://motion.comp.nus.edu.sg/projects/pomdp/pomdp.html.



Applications



Applications



Tag problem

 Need to catch a non-adversarial target

 Motion model is Markovian

 Reward gained when moving to the same state as the target

 Target’s state is “partially observed”


